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Abstract

Large vocabulary speech recognition systems traditionally rep-
resent words in terms of subword units, usually phonemes. This
paper investigates the potential of graphemes acting as sub-
units. In order to develop context dependent grapheme based
speech recognizers several decision tree based clustering proce-
dures are performed and compared to each other. Grapheme
based speech recognizers in three languages - English, Ger-
man, and Spanish - are trained and compared to their phoneme
based counterparts. The results show that for languages with
a close grapheme-to-phoneme relation, grapheme based model-
ing is as good as the phoneme based one. Furthermore, mul-
tilingual grapheme based recognizers are designed to investi-
gate whether grapheme based information can be successfully
shared among languages. Finally, some bootstrapping experi-
ments for Swedish were performed to test the potential for rapid
language deployment.

1. Introduction
One of the core components of a speech recognition system is
the pronunciation dictionary. It provides a mapping to a se-
quence of subword units for each entry in the vocabulary. Com-
monly used subword units are phonemes and polyphones. The
performance of a recognition system heavily depends on the ac-
curacy of the pronunciation dictionary. Best results are usu-
ally achieved with hand-crafted dictionaries. However, this ap-
proach is very time and cost consuming especially for large
vocabulary speech recognition. If no language expert knowl-
edge is available or affordable, methods are needed to automate
the pronunciation dictionary creation process. Several differ-
ent methods have been introduced over time. Most of them
are based on the conversion of the orthographic transcription
to a phonetic one, using either rule based [1] or statistical ap-
proaches [2]. Only some of them have been investigated in the
context of speech recognition [3, 4]. Kanthak [4] was one of
the first who presented results in speech recognition based on
the orthographic representation of words and the use of decision
trees for context dependent modeling. Black et al. [5] success-
fully relied on orthographic representations for text-to-speech
systems in minority languages.

In this work we built grapheme based speech recognizers
and compare their performance to equivalent phoneme based
engines. This approach only requires a fully automatic gener-
ated question set in addition to the audio training material and
transcripts. We implemented four different methods for the cre-
ation of decision tree question sets and compare their results. To
demonstrate the language independent nature of the grapheme
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h, all experiments were performed on English, German,
nish. These language were selected because of their
t grapheme-to-phoneme relations. English shows the
rrespondence between graphems and phonemes, Span-
s the best, German lies somewhere in between. Ad-

ly we present results of multilingual grapheme based
ion. Language independent grapheme models were de-
resembling work on multilingual acoustic modeling
potential for rapid adaptation to new languages is in-

ed by bootstrapping a Swedish recognizer from three-
rapheme models.

2. Grapheme vs Phoneme based
Recognition

ems and experiments were performed on the Global-
orpus [7], which provides clean read speech data in
ifferent languages. Based on this data, we developed
gual phoneme based LVCSR systems in the four lan-
nglish, German, Spanish, and Swedish, using the Janus

ition Toolkit [8] featuring the Ibis decoder [9].

oneme based Systems

language, the acoustic model of the baseline engines
of a phonetically tied semi-continuous 3−state HMM

with 3000 triphone models. A polyphonic decision tree
stered using a set of linguistically motivated questions.
re of 32 Gaussians models each HMM-state. The pre-
ng is based on 13 Mel-scale cepstral coefficients with

second order derivatives, power, and zero crossing
fter cepstral mean subtraction a linear discriminate anal-
uces the input vector to 32 dimensions [6].

apheme based Systems

pheme based recognizers use the same database, pre-
ng, HMM-architecture, and language model as their
e based counterparts. The only difference lies within
nits, the pronunciation dictionary, and the question set

ting the context dependent models.

nunciation dictionaries for the grapheme based recog-
re built by simply splitting a word into its graphemes.

es with diacritics such as the German umlaut ü were
s an independent grapheme. Digits and numbers were

essed by rule-based digit-to-grapheme scripts. As in the
phonemes, a grapheme is modeled by a 3−state HMM
ng of a begin, a middle, and an end-state.



2.3. Comparison

Table 1 compares the performance of the phoneme based to the
grapheme based recognizers. The grapheme based speech rec-
ognizers use phoneme-grapheme questions (see subsection 3.1).
The Spanish and German results imply that the grapheme based
approach is feasible for languages with a good grapheme-to-
phoneme relation. However, for English with its fairly poor
grapheme-phoneme correspondence the grapheme based sys-
tem is significantly outperformed by the phoneme based one.

WER
Language English German Spanish

Phoneme 12.7% 17.7% 24.5%
Grapheme 19.1% 17.0% 26.8%

Table 1: Phoneme based vs. Grapheme based recognition using
phoneme-grapheme question set

Table 2 indicates that the performance of the grapheme
based recognition is influenced by the context width of the mod-
els. We investigated different context windows: a context width
of one (C-1) leading to a trigrapheme system, a context width of
two (C-2) yielding a quintgrapheme system, and a context width
of three (C-3) resulting in a septgrapheme system. Additionally
we developed hybrid systems, in which the question context is
larger than the model context. A hybrid trigrapheme system (C-
1 Q-2) is a system in which the collected contexts of a grapheme
are quintgraphemes, but the final clustered polygraphemes are
trigraphemes. For Spanish and German the hybrid system (C-1
Q-2) looks most promising. The authors believe that this is due
to the fact that clustering can be done more precisely (distribu-
tions are based on quintgraphemes thus enabling more detailed
and accurate modeling) without loosing the advantage of good
generalization of the final trigrapheme models. Longer context
windows do not improve the performance. There are two possi-
ble reasons, data sparseness and a suboptimal question set.

WER
Language C-1 C-1 Q-2 C-2 C-2 Q-3 C-3

English 19.1% 19.8% 21.7% 22.4% 23.6%
German 18.1% 17.0% 18.4% 18.7% 18.7%
Spanish 27.0% 26.8% 28.8% 28.2% 31.4%

Table 2: Grapheme based Recognition with different context
and question windows using phoneme-grapheme questions.

3. Question Generation
Since the set of possible polygraphemes for a standard language
in a context dependent speech recognizer is very large, the pa-
rameter estimation process often runs into data-insufficiency
problems. To reduce the number of free parameters, it is neces-
sary to group the polygraphemes into a limited number of clus-
ters. A good question set is one that prunes the search space
without excluding the optimal cluster. The question generation
algorithms we investigate in this work are inspired by the work
of Singh et al. [3] and Beulen et al. [10].

In this work we compare four different methods for creating
decision tree question sets used for the clustering of the poly-
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Figure 1: Hybrid Entropy Questions Generation

oneme-Grapheme Questions

out the effect of the question set for the comparison
the phoneme and grapheme based approach, we took

stion set as used for the phoneme based recognizer,
d it based on a simple language dependent phoneme-
e mapping, and used this for the creation of the context
nt grapheme models. The resulting set is referred to as
eme-grapheme question set.

ttom-Up Entropy Questions

bottom-up entropy question set, we started with a set of
aphemes, and clustered them bottom-up using the en-
stance measure until one cluster remains. The nodes of
lting cluster state tree are taken as the question set.

brid Entropy Questions

rid entropy method is based on the idea of [3] and il-
in Figure 1. Starting with a set of monographemes the
raphemes are clustered together in a bottom-up proce-

til the number of partitions can be exhaustively evalu-
his involves the comparison of all possible groupings
ers resulting in two maximally separated groups. The
tition is chosen as the beginning of the subsequent re-
step. On each resulting subset the bottom-up clustering
erformed again followed by an exhaustive search. If

es the subsets in each recursion step in a top-down mat-
build a tree. The intermediate nodes serve as questions
s equivalent to taking all final partitions resulting after
ustive search step as questions.

tropy Distance

late the entropy distance between two sets of models for
hemes (grapheme-beginning, -middle and -end) a con-
pendent system is trained where all the acoustic models

e same codebook. Let K1 and K2 be two sets of distri-
odels defined by the mixture weights of the Gaussian

ions γ1,i and γ2,i (they all share the same Gaussians,
r in their mixture weights). There are n Gaussians to
Gaussian mixture distribution. K1 has N and K2 has



M models in the set. The a priori probability for a set of mod-
els is calculated by summing the amount of how many samples
of the training data were classified to a certain model. This
is equivalent to the sum over all models in K1 or K2 of the
number of samples (p1,i and p2,i) assigned to a polygrapheme
model. Now let K12 be the union of K1 and K2 and :

K12 = K1 ∪ K2 (1)

γ1(k) =
1

p(K1)
·

N∑

i=1

p1,i · γ1,i(k)

γ2(k) =
1

p(K2)
·

M∑

i=1

p2,i · γ2,i(k)

γ12(k) =
p(K1) · γ1(k) + p(K2) · γ2(k)

p(K1) + p(K2)
(2)

The entropy distance between the two sets of models is now:

D = (p(K1) + p(K1)) · H12 − p(K1) · H1 − p(K2) · H2

Where Hi is the entropy of the distribution γi. The distance
between graphemes is defined as:

DTOT = Db + Dm + De (3)

For each subgrapheme class (b, m, e) the distance is calculated
individually and the sum of the subgrapheme class distances
forms the distance between the grapheme models.

3.5. Singletons

Another straightforward idea to generate questions is to simply
ask what kind of grapheme the left or right context is. Each
question consists of one single grapheme, the resulting question
set is called singletons.

3.6. Question Set Evaluation

In the second set of experiments we compared the performance
of the different question sets to each other. Table 3 compares the
performance of the grapheme based recognizers based on the
above question sets. It may seem surprising that the phoneme-
grapheme question set does not perform best, but is outper-
formed by the singletons. Linguistic questions are derived on
a phoneme basis, thus characterizing certain sounds that belong
to the same sound class, e.g. are pronounced in a somewhat
similar way. In the case of graphemes though, the pronuncia-
tion of a grapheme depends on its left and right context (e.g.
a German ”s” with a succeeding ”c” and ”h” is pronounced
very differently than and an ”s” followed by an ”o”). To clus-
ter classes together such that the acoustic material in one class
is close, meaning they represent similar sounds, is in case of
graphemes a question of which grapheme is to the right and
left, whereas in case of sounds (phonemes) it is a question of to
which sound class the phoneme belongs (is it a fricative, a plo-
sive, etc.). This explanation is backed up by the fact that single-
ton questions perform less good in Spanish and best in English.
Because the grapheme-phoneme mapping in Spanish is quite
simple, the graphemes in Spanish can be looked at as almost
phonemes. In case of English with a loose phoneme-grapheme
relation the linguistically motivated questions introduce errors,
whereas the singletons are better able to characterize pronunci-
ation and therefore acoustics.
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neme-Grapheme 23.9% 20.9% 26.8%
tom-Up Entropy 25.2% 20.2% 27.8%
rid Entropy 22.5% 19.3% 27.5%
leton 21.8% 18.6% 28.7%

ble 3: Word error rate for different question sets

Hybrid Entropy questions perform generally better
bottom-up questions, because in case of the bottom-

ering procedure the acoustic models that are clustered
are similar to each other in the sense of the entropy
criteria, but the remaining models do not have to fit
at all. The hybrid clustering procedure ensures max-

eparated partitions resulting in classes with similarity
class but larger distance between classes.

4. Multilingual Grapheme based
Recognition

multilingual framework for phoneme based speech
ion is introduced which is based on the assumption that
re similar across languages and therefore can be shared

guage independent, multilingual acoustic model. The
tivation of this approach is to reduce the overall size of

arameters, ease the maintenance of the resulting recog-
d to provide a good starting point for rapid adaptation
anguages. In this work we investigated if this idea can
ferred to the grapheme based situation.

ono- vs. Multilingual Modeling

r to compare the phoneme based with the grapheme
ultilingual engines, we applied two different methods to
the grapheme based acoustic models of English, Ger-

d Spanish. In the first method (ML3-Mix) the acoustic
f a grapheme that occurs in more than one language
d by sharing the data across languages. Therefore,
ledge about the language affiliation of a grapheme is

d. The clustering procedure does not differentiate be-
nguages and thus it is possible that a polygrapheme is
with contexts from different languages. In the sec-

hod (ML3-Tag) the language affiliation of a grapheme
ved by assigning a language tag. The Gaussian models

pheme that occur in more than one language are trained
ng the data across languages but the Gaussian mixture
remain language dependent. The phoneme-grapheme
s for the clustering procedure are derived by combining
uage specific questions into one language independent
set. Additionally questions for the language itself are
uring clustering the data decide if the language specific

is relevant or not.
shown in Table 4 the ML3-Mix system performs sig-
y worse than the monolingual recognizers. In order to
that the differences in performance are related to the
of parameters we trained polygrapheme systems with
odels, corresponding to three times 3000 models per
e. However, the increase in parameters does not im-
e performance of the multilingual engines. From these
e conclude that the sharing of models across languages
propriate for grapheme based modeling. The results are



WER
Language English German Spanish

Monolingual (3x3000) 22.2% 21.9% 26.8%
ML3-Mix (3000) 31.0% 25.9% 34.2%
ML3-Mix (9000) 32.0% 25.6% 34.1%

Table 4: Monolingual vs Multilingual Grapheme based Systems
WER [%] using phoneme-grapheme questions

not surprising since the graphemic representation does not hold
across languages. A Spanish ”V” for example is pronounced
very differently from an English ”V” and the acoustic data is
thus not necessarily expected to be similar. Mixing those mod-
els without preserving the language information therefore does
harm the performance significantly.

WER
Language English German Spanish

P-G 27.7% 24.4% 32.2%
Hybrid 29.4% 24.0% 34.9%
Singleton 28.0% 24.3% 34.4%

Table 5: Word error rates for different question sets on ML3-
Tag using 3000 models

In order to account for language specific grapheme repre-
sentations we investigated the ML3-Tag approach for model
combination. Table 5 shows the results for the ML3-Tag sys-
tems using 3000 models. The results indicate that preserving the
language information decreases WER by approximately 2.2%
averaged over the languages. The analysis of the decision tree
proved that the language questions are heavily used throughout
the tree. Additionally we compared the different question sets,
showing like in the monolingual case that singleton questions
work best for English and the phoneme-grapheme based ques-
tions gave best results in Spanish.

4.2. Language Portability

Finally, we investigated if the multilingual grapheme based
ML3-Mix recognizer can be applied to the rapid adaptation to
new (during training unseen) languages. More specifically, we
tested if the usage of ML3-Mix acoustic models outperform a
flat start for bootstrapping a grapheme based recognizer. For
this purpose the Swedish language acts as the test language.
The Swedish recognizer was bootstrapped with the context de-
pendent ML3-Mix system using the 3000 model CD-systems
as shown in Table 4. After the first training cycles the Swedish
context independent flat start recognizer is significantly outper-
formed by the multilingual, however after several training iter-
ations the flat start does perform equally well, indicating that
the multilingual engine could speeds up the procedure but giv-
ing enough training material in the target language a flat start
would lead to similar results.

5. Conclusion
In this paper we presented an approach that only requires the
orthographic representation of the vocabulary list rather than
the pronunciation for each word. We evaluated the genera-
tion of question sets for building polyphonic decision trees
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further resources other than the audio training material
r transcripts are needed for building an LVCSR system.
ulting grapheme based recognizers perform as well as
e based ones tested on language for which the writing
provide some kind of a grapheme-phoneme relation.

r, since only some hundred different writing systems
the world and many script have been invented based on
an alphabet [11], it is reasonable to assume that we can
very large number of languages with our approach. Fur-
e we investigated the sharing of training data across lan-
to create language independent grapheme based speech
ers. From our results we concluded that language spe-
phemes significantly outperform language independent
hich meets our expectation that alphabetic scripts are
nt within a language but not necessarily across lan-
Finally, we tested the possibility of using a language

dent grapheme based recognizer to bootstrap a new tar-
uage and found that it outperformes a flat start proce-
y in the first training cycles.
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